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';Three-Cornered Moon," Is
Comedyof Family Life
Set Das i g n. d By Ernestine
Cole; Louise Opper Is
Assistant Director; C a II i e
Morris, Stage Manager
The grand opening of the Sa-
VlIDnah Playhouse, the college the-
ater, will be held Thursday and
Friday evenings, February 4 and
5 with the presentation of the
~odern three-aet comedy, "Three-
COrnered Moon," in the college au-
ditorium. According to present
pIIlDS,the premiere will be a gala
occasion with both local and out-
of~town notables in attendance.
The play has now been in re-
hearsaI for over a month under
the direction of Stacy Keach, pro-
fessor in dramatics and director
of the Savannah Playhouse. Mr.
Keach has had wide experience in
the theater, and the cast is rapidly
de"1elopingunder his capable lead-
ership.
"Three-Cornered MQon" deals
with the life of the Rirnplegars, a
rather extraordinary family of
Brooklyn, whose antics are, to say
the least, rather peculiar and are
decidedly funny. However, the
characters are all every-day people
with whose counterparts we are
all familiar, and in this lies the
humor of the play. The play en-
joyed a long, successful run on
Broadway and has been made intp
an equally successful motion pic-
ture. The plot revolves around the
lost family fortune, and the way
in which the various members re-
act when they become poor after
a long period of moderate wealth.
Many of the situations are laugh-
able to the extreme, and clever
lines are' found throughout.
The cast is one which as a whole
has had considerable experience on
the local stage. It is composed en-
tirely, with the exception of two
person., of students at the college.
Mrs. Rimplegar, mother of the
family and one of its most ex-
traordinary members, is portrayed
by Elaine Monroe, who has ap-
peared in many of the Town The-
atre productions. The part of
Elizabeth, her daughter who can't
quite make up her mind as to
whieh man she loves, is played by
CarolJ'D Oliver, who is well known
for her numerous performances
with the Savannah High School
Dramatle Club. William Blythe-
Wood, who assumes the role of Dr.
Stevena, the only practical person
connectedwith the Rimplegars, has
also bad considerable experience in
acting and directing. Other mem-
bera of the cast include, "Kenneth,"
Bertram Cooper; "Ed," Robert
McCuen; "Donald," Robert HuIl j
"Douglas," Hugh Taylorj "Kitty,"
Celia Stevens; "Jenny,' Mrs. Ann
Goldberr.
"Thre&-Cornered Moon' is the
first of a series of four plays
which will he presented by the Sa-
vannah Playhouse during the
present scholastic year. Dates and
nantes of the other shows will be
announced shortly. The college
theater is the first amateur the-
ater operating for the good of the
COmmunity since the disbanding of
the old Town Theatre, and the en-
t~u.8iaaticsupport of the entire
CItyis expected by those 10 charge
of the productions. Students of
the college, who will benefit more
than any other group from the
fOllruliog of an aetive college the-
ater, should eo-operate to the fuIl-
e~t in making it the greatest pos-
Sible success declares the college
ldlbiDistrati~n.
Scenery for the play is being
Cl)nstrueted in the scene shop by
troupa of students under the di-
1'ection of Mr. Keach anel James
~~Creery, Savannah Playhou~e
.~hnician. Part of the work IS
~illg done by students in the Play
1'oduetion classes.
... play making use of only one
~tWU choaen for the first prodUCe
lOll beeause much of the stage
~PmeDt has not yet arrived. In
:hlie future, shows requiring more
"n one set and embodying fea-
(Contluued on page 3)
Lanier Ccpeains
Baske~ Squad
Jack Mclaughlin Is Assistant;
Both I-Iave 1= i n e Records
Among City's Best Basket-
eers; Starred In Opener
Robert "Bunny" Lanier was re-
cently elected captain of the Arm-
strong Junior College basket ball
team and Jack McLaughlin was
chosen as alternate captain. This
is th~ first time that any inter-
collegiate sport has had a captain
as last year no captain was chosen
for the basket ball team.
Both boys are fine "fellers" and
players. At the present "Bunny"
IS the ace guard of the team while
Jack is one of the boys who packs
a scoring punch at forward.
Bunny should make a fine cap-
~ain and leader for the boys as he
IS a very capable person and
should be able to get the boys to
working together. During his ca-
reer at Savannah High School
'Robert was on the basket ball
squad, but it was not until after
he graduated from there in 1934
that he began to show his out-
standing ability which has made
him one of the most feared and
respected players in the city in
this sport. In '35 and '36 Bunny
played with the' Medlcal- Detech-
ment, champions of the City
League, and was chosen "all-City
League" guard. Last year he
played with Armstrong's basket
ball representative'S and was the
mainstay and guiding spirit of the
team. At the end of the season
he was selected on the "all-city"
team composed of players of high
school, Benedictine and the Junior
College. This year Bunny showed
that he had lost none of the out-
standing ability during the year
by turning in a sparkling per-
formance in our flrst game of the
season against Sou th Georgia
Teachers College of Statesboro,
and it is expected that he will en-
joy his best season of his career.
Jack McLaughlin has already
proven by his brilliant perform-
ance in our first game that his
selection as alternate captain of
the team was justified. Jack is an
experienced player, having played
for two years on the basket ball
team at Benedictine from which
he g-raduated last spring. Jack is
not very large but he makes up
for his lack of height by his re-
markable ability to get around the
court and in handling the ball. In
our first game he was high point
man and it can be relied upon that
in every other game that Jack's
name will be mentioned in the
scoring.
With these two boys to lead our
team this year, the outlook for the
future is very bright and if t~e
.eadershtp that these two boys dis-
play has anything to. do with pu~-
ting out a fine team it can be said
now that we are going to have a
"swell" ball club before the season
is over.
Who's Who
On The Team
For the students' information
and interest will be found below a
short description of each ~f ou.r
basket bait players and. theIr um-
form numbers so that m the fu-
ture you people who do not know
the players will be able to know
the players' names.
Jersey Y rs. on
No Name Pas. Ht. Squad
1 Edward Morgan C 6.1% 1
2 Edward Dufour G 5.10 1
3 Nathan
Karnibad
4 John Dupont
6 Robert Miller
6 Tom Carr
7 Woodrow
B...,land ....G 6.1
(Continued on page 6)
........G
......F
....F
....C
5.10
6.1
5.6
6.1
Comprehensive View of
Past Year Is Reminiscent
Edi~or S~alked
In Native Lair
Shrewd Reporter Arms I-lim-
self With Peanut Butter-
Cracker On Approaching
News Den; Will 6et Raise
Cash Prize To Be
Given For Bes~ Name
I-linckly Murphy, Alva Lines
To Publish Modern, At-
tractive Annual At The End
Of Next Quarter
A prize of one dollar will be
awarded to the student who selects
the most appropriate name for the
yearbook, it is announced by
Hinckley Murphy, editor of the an-
nual. The student body will sit
in' judgment of the names submit-
ted, and will choose, by voting,
the name which seems most ap-
propriate.
A box will be set up in the lobby
of the Armstrong building near the
bulletin board, and students will
be expected to drop suggestions
in for naming the annual.
Several names will be selected
from those submitted and present-
ed to a student assembly to be
voted on at one of the regular Fri-
day sessions.
Mr. Murphy informs The Ink-
well the main emphasis of the
book will be put on this year's
graduating class, with lesser ac-
cent on last year, night school,
and other activities of school life,
both scholastic and extra-curricu-
lar.
Several themes are being con-
sidered for use as a basic form of
the book, and it will be divided
into appropriate sections dealing
with various subjects of perma-
nent interest to students, to be
useful as a compact memory of
their stay at Armstrong.
Arrangements are being made to
have individual photographs of
students by a professional photog-
rapher. A reasonable fee will be
charged each student for his pic-
ture.
The annual will be predomi-
nantly pictorial in its approach,
and will be large enough to 10-
elude all aspects of campus life.
Alva Lines is business manager
of the book, and it is expected
others will be appointed to staff
membership right away.
*2
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Having absolutely nothing else
to do, I turned my footprints
toward The Inkwell Office, Lane
building, third floor rear.
The editor saw me first and grew
red in the face. "Where are all
those articles you're supposed to
turn in?"
They are home, I lied, home in
the typewriter.
"Well, when are you going to
get them in, next year?" I threw
a book at him and sat down, full
of sympathy for his hard life.
Then I got an idea. "Why don't
you raise my salary from two pats
on the back to four? Then I would
put my whole heart into my work."
"Yeah," he replied, shamelessly,
"aorta do that!" Then his jaw
set and he continued: "By the
way, what about that article and
that story and that book-review?"
Sure, sure, said I, and subtly
drew some peanut-butter crackers
from my pocket. Ht rose with dig-
nity and -enatched some of them
and then a quieter air pervaded
The Inkwell office.
After some more pleasant chat,
a good idea, or well, an idea, came
to me. "Editor, suppose I inter-
view you? You are so famous and
you have so fooled people into
thinking you have a brain, that at
least five people would read the
blame thing."
"How do you figure such a high
average?"
"Well, our family ought to read
it. if we insist on it. "OK then,"
he said gracefully, "shoot me the
questions,"
I stared at the ceiling for a spell,
then the Editor said: "You are
supposed to ask me questions, like,
Do you like blondes or brunettes?"
Me: Do you like blondes or bru-
nettes?
Editor: Sure.
Me: Do you like blondes or bru-
nettes?
Editor: Yes, uh, no no! You
must ask me other questions. Don't
stay on one subject all the time!
You got to have variety.
What about study then?
Editor (trembling): I ... 1,
don't know.
What about love?
Editor: Love is a worry and a
bother.
Do you like newspaper work?
Editor: No!
What do you plan to do when
you, finish college?
Editor: Newspaper work.
VVhat about the younger gener-
ation?
Editor: They need more sun-
shine and security.
Do you think country boys are
better off?
Editor: Yeah. they have more
time to reflect.
Ha-ha.
Editor (turning red): What do
you mean, SIR!
Have you got any opinions?
Editor: No, Nietzsche said con-
victions ~re prisons.
Is Nietzsche editor of a school-
paper?
Editor: No, of course not, you
dummy. He works on the Ladies'
Garment Trade Journal.
What about success?
Editor: Preparation is ever the
seed of success.
Listen, you creature, don't hand
me no platitudes!
Editor (putting his feet on the
wall): The ladder of life is full of
splinters.
Your head is also full of splin-
ters.
Editor (throwing book at me) :
I work and slave on this paper,
and look what I get! Just for
your insolence, yOu got to hand in
6,000 articles, 3,500 dramas, and
1 poem by next week!
Me: In quarto?
Editor: No, pronto!
Two sturdy Armstrong Romeos,
Sidney Smith and Stockton Dreese,
have been cavorting with Cupid
out at Pooler lately, The Inkwell
is informed by its operative in
that metropolis.
It seems that a large crowd had
gathered at a local railway station
to greet a young lady on her ar-
rival home from school for the
holidays, when Sidney and Stock-
ton conceived the bright idea of
driving out to Pooler and heading
her off. They planned to motor
back to Savannah accompanied by
their fair friend. thus putting one
over on the expectant group wait-
ing at the station.
Our informant says when the
train pulled into Pooler, Sid
climbed aboard to rescue the maid
from the fiery dragon; but the con-
ductor, who was evidently an un-
romantic fellow, thought Sid was
just another passenger and waved
the train on to Savannah. You,
dear reader, can imagine the
amazement of the welcoming com-
mittee on seeing Sidney, who had
so recently been a member, step
from the train when it stopped at
the Savannah station.
Stockton meanwhile, also amazed
at the turn of events, had to drive
all the way back to Savannah alone
and unwelcomed. Reliable sources
allege he appeared to be mad as
heck.
Smith, Dreese
Court At Pooler;
Make Big News
1
Remember The Dedication,
The Plays, The Building,
Romances, Tests, 6 a m e s,
And Then The I=reshmen?
By Ann Gibson,
Staff Writer
Gone With the Wind is just about
the best epitaph for 1936. While
Talmadge, and Landon. and King
Edward were all doing it. here's
what happened at Armstrong.
Early in January Mrs. Moltz
dedicated the school. Remember
the baby pulling the cord to unveil
the portrait; and how many people
jammed the stately, palm-decorat-
ed hall; and the pride with which
we sang the school song; and how
many times Mr. Jacobson's "music
went round an!! round"? January
brought our first public sport par-
ticipation. We lost a thrilling
game to Savannah High. That
was when we led all game until
they tied us at the whistle and
then won the play-off. Remember
how inspiredly Battle and Billy and
Bunny played? how many sore
throats we had the next day? and
how grand the dance was after-
wards? and Mr. Boyd's advice to
the lovelorn? The workmen were
tearing down the quaint old stable
and digging up the back yard then
--coming events casting their
shadows.
In February Mr. Lane donated
the Cann house to the city for the
Finance and Commerce College.
Gosh, but we were excited about it,
that day The Inkwell announced
the gift. We eyed the house spec-
ulatively over the wall.
Construction on the auditorium
had begun in March and we real-
ized at the beginnnig of the third
quarter that the serenity of the
past two quarters had vanished
into limbo for us. Fencing time
came around, and we got to school
at eight every morning for Mr.
Gignilliat. The azaleas in Forsyth
were so plentiful and interesting
that you could find anyone window
gazing, even .the profs. Remem-
ber how many romances blossomed
forth also, in April? The Inkwell
published an editorial on how to
study! And the scandal column
was longer than ever.
Oxford has a custom of celebrat-
ing the coming of the May with a
traditional service at Magdalen
Tower all the students gathering
at the' foot to catcall' and jeer at
the singing choir boys on the top.
We did that every day in May,
catcalling or such at that red-faced
man who used to ride the top rail
on the steel frame of the audito-
rium. May is the month of fever-
ish activity on the campus. Every-
one seems to be making the most
of the little time left in the school
year. Do you remember how black
Summey was in "Boy Chillun"'?
and all the fun we had at the mock
trial; getting our picture took,
voting with Australian ballots for
the Annual editor? Will you ever
forget that incessant .noise, a pe-
culiar rasping screeching repeated
at intervals aU day? Or the wa~m
May sun filling the hall? The m-
spiring sight of our faculty capped
and gowned? Or Dr. Paty's won-
derful address at commencem~t
exercises? Or the strange feehng
an empty school gave when you
came in on a hot summer day, to
find the auditorium bulking, shad-
owing the hall and the staircase?
With September came the first
quarter of the second year, enroll-
ment in the new night classes. and
four new profs. Hearty ~omplaints
were raised at the phySIcal exam·
inations and sororities, and fresh-
men rul~s. Still noise for the first
two weeks then we began to en~
joy our actual auditQrium. Strange
sight it was to see Freshmen caps
and stranger to feel class eon~
sciousness. as we sat, not in our
old rooms, but the new. We found
a Play Production Group had aris~
en along with Finances and Objec·
tive tests. The whole outlook had
(Continued on page 4)
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Pictures in this issue of The Inkwell are
used through the courtesy of The Savannah
Evening Press.
Congratulations are due Bob McCuen, who
made such a splendid scholastic record dur-
ing the past quarter. Bob is an alumnus of
The Inkwell staff, having been editor last
year.
Samsons
It was quite surprrsmg that the student
body didn't turn out en masse for the open-
ing game of the basket ball season. Nathan
Karnibad's performance alone was worth
the normal price of admission; but as the
game was free to students, we just can't
comprehend the reasoning of the majority
which stayed away.
Besides the interesting individuals who
strove for Armstrong, the excitement of the
game warranted full attendance. Point by
point the contest was doggedly carried up
and down the court, and thrills aplenty were
experienced.
When Reuben Kronstadt shot a perfect
foul with the whole auditorium quietly
tense, the subsequent emotional breakdown
was really classic as a piece of drama. Rob-
ert Lanier turned in his usual stellar 'game,
always in the lead when the teams swept
down the court toward the opposition's bas-
ket. Coleman Mapper, in his cool manner,
was a mainstay in the Armstrong clan,
working hardest when the going was tough-
est.
Arthur Cranman and Jack McLaughlin,
late prep schoolers, gave the team that
punch that put it ahead each time the visit-
ors scored. It was this inevitable recovery
that brought victory.
The need for organized cheering was evi-
denced at the game. The small crowd which
turned out was quieter than when in the
classroom, until the Samsons worked up
point by point to battle furiously during the
last few minutes of play.
In the fast moments, the gallery showed
spirit and excitement; and that was the
time for well practiced yells. Augusta Oel-
schig and Frank Sanders, two willing cheer
leaders, made an excellent showing, despite
the lack of organization.
The suggestion to hold regular pep meet-
ings at assembly is, we think, a great idea.
As timely as the proposal is, it is even more
desirable for its psychological effect. You
know, molding the old school spirit, etc.
THE INKWELL
New Term
N1lWis the time for all good men to make
resolutions for the new year and for the new
term. It so happens that under our system,
the second quarter of school work is coinci-
dental with the beginning of a new year,
making resolutions on our part doubly
apropos.
The late quarter has been one of pro-
gressive development. It has seen and sanc-
tioned the advent of new elements into the
faculty, the student body, and the institution
proper. It has noted the blending and ad-
justing of the elements in preparation for
the term now incumbent. It has witnessed
a good start.
In passing, it might be well to say that
student organizations and organized stu-
dent activities haven't developed as far as
they might have. Besides social fraternities,
student clubs in such special fields as music,
social science, literature, debate, dramatics,
and athletics have not become active. It is
hoped that these or similar clubs will be
formed among the students. Somehow stu-
dent clubs seem to tie the knot of allegiance
more securely to one's alma mater.
Last quarter, like the first quarter of
school last year, was a crucial time for the
college. Last year the college met the strong-
est test in firmly withstanding all obstacles
it encountered in establishing itself. This
year it has demanded additional respect by
doubling itself and carrying on in the high
scholastic vein in which it was conceived and
fostered. It has taken its place as the center
of Savannah's cultural activity, developer of
its youth, balancer of its mental budget.,
Yearbook
Naming the yearbook is, of course, a
rather serious problem. It is necessary that
the student body become fully conscious of
its actions as precedents for future classes.
In years to come, what students are doing
will be news, and what we have done will be
history. We must be especially careful,
then, in establishing those things which will
be caned on in tradition, and under which
future students may proudly work.
In this day of modernism and changing
styles, we are consciously or unconsciously
reverting to older styles. Simplicity in
dress, in household objects, in printing, and
scores of other things once held sway be-
cause they were raw and undeveloped. Then
it became the style for fanciness and for
dressing up. Millions daily searched for
something new or different; and so confus-
ing and uninteresting have patterns grown,
that simplicity is now in vogue again.
It is funny to look back on styles of ten
years ago. They were gaudy and unnatural.
Yet, older, plainer things are now more
pleasing. Simple and dignified themes last
through periods of change and changing
styles.
It is with the idea of simplicity, dignity,
in mind that we suggest The Armstrong An-
nual as a name for the yearbook. In mak-
ing the suggestion, we realize that many will
disagree: it is to be expected, and even de-
sired. With clashings of opinion, we shall
be certain to have a tested name, one that
wil~tand the gaff.
Our suggestion is only made as a lead for
the student body to follow up, giving more
suggestions and critcizing those already sub-
mitted.
JANUARY, 1937
Miss Margaret Spencer
Issue Dedicated To
Margaret Spencer
Miss Margaret Spencer, execu-
tive treasurer and assistant pro-
fessor at Armstrong Junior Col-
lege, is a product of the home town,
having been born in Savannah.
As a little girl, she claims she
was quite horrible, usually getting
into a great deal of mischief and
being a tom boy. Her main en-
joyment was reading books and
practicing piano; the latter she
has done since she was ten years
old. Incidentally, Miss Spencer says
she has not been able to find time
to practice in the last three years.
After graduating from Savannah
High School, she attended Con-
verse College, where she received
a B. Mus. degree. While at Con-
verse, her favorite pastime was
collecting pictures of ships, which
she hung on her side of the room,
because she had a roommate whose
hobby was collecting baby pic-
tures, which were draped on the
other side. Miss Spencer declared
the two contrasts made a lovely
sight.
She then spent two years at the
University of Georgia, obtaining
an A. B. degree. Her decision to
become a teacher came after being
offered a job teaching French at
Savannah High Summer School.
Miss Spencer found the work so
interesting that she decided to give
up her first love, music, and become
a mentor.
Thus far, Miss Spencer has spent
an eventful life, due to her many
occupations and activities. Having
played the piano in a number of
recitals in Savannah, Spartanburg
and Athens, she declared the most
outstanding performance she ever
gave was in Savannah when she
played the Concerto in A Minor by
Grieg at the Municipal Audito-
rium, presented by Savannah Sym-
phony and Choral Society, and re-
ceived a great ovation and a head-
line in the morning paper the next
day. At this point, Miss Spencer
became very excited, because she
declared this event was the most
thrilling of her career and the
only thing of importance that she
ever did in Savannah.
Her first job was obtained when
she completed her junior year in
college. Mr. Dunning, Customs
Collector, took her to Atlanta to
~ct as his secretary while the leg-
Islature was in session during the
summer.
Miss Spencer is quite an un-
usual person, and is actually much
pleased with what she is doing
considering teaching the most fas~
cinating profession possible and
has an ambition to be a professor
of very high standing. She likes
to read books, particularly good
English and French literature and
of course music plays a great' part
in her life.
Asked what she did "in her spare
time, Miss Spencer replied that she
had none; but if she did, she would
read.
Bridge is her pet aversion, as is
any occupation which is neither
constructive nor highly enjoyable
to her.
. ~iss ~penc~r is an. active par-
tlclp~nt m SOCIalorl}:amzations, be-
longmg to the Zodiac, which con-
sists of ten junior girls at the Unl-
v~rsity of Georgia, who made the
highest averages in their sopho-
(_Gr_~_:t_o~_~~_~_~to_r~'\
North Georgia College is making
a drive for a football team. The
school paper is sponsoring a poll
to determine the interest of the
students concerning this phase of
sport activity.
The Cadet Bugler-
North Georgia College.• • •
In eight years the College Chat-
ter has developed from a joke
sheet into a ranking Arkansas
college newspaper. known in col-
lege circles over the United States.
The Chatter has received high rat-
ing in the state college journalism
circles for the past five years.
College Chatter-
Little Rock Junior College.• • •
Social tact is makl ng your com-
pany feel at home when you wish
they were.
Germans name their battleships
after jokes so the English won't
see them.
A "sugar daddy" is a form of
crystalized sap.
Who said it first?
"Come up and see me sometime?"
_Cleopatra to Anthony.
"Be yourself." - Priscilla to
John.
"You nasty man."-Caesar to
Brutus.
"Step on it."-Walter Raleigh
to Elizabeth.
"I hope you choke."-Jonah.
The Students Prints-
Middlesex Junior College.
• • •
The Bucknell Beacon has an in-
teresting feature each issue. The
paper presents two well known
students, a girl and a boy. There
are clever pen portraits drawn of
the persons presented and a sketch
of their life before and at college.
The Bucknell Beacon-s-
Bucknell University Junior Col-
lege. • • •
Her mind is like a railroad time
table: subject to change without
notice.
Some people cause happiness
wherever they go; others, when-
ever they go.
A woman's best asset is a man's
imagination.
The Princeton cheering section
rose as one raccoon.
The West Georgian-
West Georgia College.• • •
Blue eyes gaze at mine-vexa-
tion.
Soft hand clasped mine-c-palpi-
tation.
Fair hair brushing mine-expec-
tation.
Red lips close to mine-tempta-
tion.
Footsteps-damnation! !!
The West Georgian--
West Georgia College.
'We 'Who 'Watch !D.ath
We who watch Death, abstract and
cold,
And in calm fingers weigh and
hold
The naked scalpel swift to slay,
The cryptic forceps, taut to fray
Life's last bewildering thread now
old,
We know Death's presence, cas"
ual, bold;
The straining pause as clock ticks,
fold,
Wf!; guide his touch, observe his
way,
We who watch Death.
To Death, our comrade, we have
told
The idle hopes blind friends have
sold, ~
But we who kill, quench life eacb
day,
To what strange God for mercy
pray,
To what faith could we cling COn"
soled?
We who watch Death.
-Cecil Reid Reinstein.
more year. She is also a member
of the Kappa Delta Sorority anD
the A. A. U. W.
A popular member of the faC"
ulty, Miss Spencer leads the Glee
Club and is interested in many stu"
dent affairs and activities.
THE PAGE THREE
We ilio Are
About To Die
MalO 'W",,..htp
Long ago I had a frlend,
Who was a hero in my sight.
Whatever he did, so did I;
I mocked his walk,
And took on his expressions.
Then I met such another.
He, too, left his mark on me.
Whenever he spoke, I listened'
And what he said I pondered over
For he was wise (he said so). '
Years later we three met.
Number One was awkward, vul-
gar;
An4 Number Two spoke in idioms,
WhICh, translated, meant nothing
They said, How you have grown! .
-H. N.W.
"Three-COTneredMoon"
(Continued from page 1)
tures of the experimental theater
will be produced. The set for
"Three-Cornered Moon" was de-
signed by Ernestine Cole.
The stage equipment of the au-
ditorium is somewhat limited as
yet, but will beentirel ya dequate
for the successful production of a
realistic play of the nature of
"Three-Cornered Moon." It will
be built up as time goes on, and
it is planned that the Savannah
Playhouse will eventually possess
equipment which will equal or sur-
pass that of any amateur group in
this area. According to Mr. Keach,
special attention will be paid to
the lighting factor in the theater,
and electrical equipment will be of
the finest type so the Savannah
Playhouse might present to the Sa-
vannah audiences productions of a
nature never seen here before, but
which are coming into increasing
prominence on the professional
stage of this and other countries.
Work on the technical and pro-
duction phases of "Three-Cornered
Moon" is being handled by crews
of students in the Play Production
Class of Mr. Keach. The' crew as-
signments are as follows: Stage
Crew: James McCreery, Techni-
cian; Ernestine Cole, Nairn Ross,
Margaret Mustin, Zenobia Heins,
Walton Purse, and Verdry Rob-
erts; Property Crew: Gene Bur-
_An Idea for a Play-
The stage is set as an ordinary
living-room of a. middle claaa fam-
Hy. In it, there is a piano, two
upholstered chairs, and other un-
distinguished furniture. The room
is vulgarized by several ugly pic-
tu....
A sound as of machine-guns is
heard. Sonny, Johnny. Billy
iEmall boys) swagger on stage,
nneby one, carrying toy guns, etc.
Sonny: Boy, that was a swell
movie'
Jobnny: How 'bout when the
hero was wounded and his pal
crawled out Ilnd rescued him, un-
der fire.
Bill: That saved his life! Gee,
that was brave. S
Sonny: And then they were able onny tr-ies to creep across liv-
to beat the. enemy. ing room without being seen. Half-
Johnny: Yeah, that was good, way across. Virgy plays more
but it was real scary when the softly, and speaks: "All right. bigboy."submarine kept torpedoing the Sonny: Aw come on, Virgy! JIll
convoy. come right back.
Sonny (contemptuously): You V·
wouldn't be much of a soldier if n-gy: You can't kid me! You
youeet seared aU the time. better come back quick.
Johnny: If it was real, I wouldn't Sonny (runs whooping): Oh, I
beseared. love my hiss hiss, history! (Runs
Bill (acts tough): And besides, out).
them submarines ain't nothing Virgy (laughs): You little dev-
comparedto this baby. (He aims il! (Resumes playing).
..... u hi A knock is heard. Virgy an-
his toy mac me-gun. Sonny and swers the door.
Johnnyrun and hide behind chairs,d b b I Virgy: John!and they preten a ig att e. The John .. Hello, V,·rgy. H '
machine gunner hides behind the ow s ev-
street door, and sweeps the room erything?
with bis gun). Sonny jumps up Virgy (joyfully): Better! Ev- Huckleberry: Well, what about
~r:,e~:a~~'hc~il: ~l~~ii~gsth1;.er~~~i~rGo~i:tgn Wg~:dr~be back, thM~vs~rB~:~~:MI~~[~~d~eadfuI?
chest. The machine-gun stops, too. They nearly worked us to Mr. Brown: It surely looks seri-
and lohnny creeps from behind his deaV~hup at school. ous. d d
hair, and pretends he is rescuing n-gy takes his coat, and they Huckleberry: I can't un erstan
C Iii<. T sit on the sofa, cosily. how we got into that trouble over
his pal, . e ID the movie. hen Virgy: Gee, you look well! there.
the machine-gun starts again, and J h Y 't b d John: Why, It's Imperialism.they both are wounded again. 0 n: au aren so a your-
Sonny rises and pretends to go self! I Mrs. Brown (a little puzzled):
"wild" and then falls dead beside Virgy (menacing y): Who said I just don't understand it all.
I was bad! (They laugh). John: Sure, imperialism. Extend
his pal. The machine-gun stops. John: I'm going to like this va- our markets, fight to protect our
They all lie still a moment, then cation. foreign investments.
ll. voiceis heard, backstage: Virgy: I wonder why? (Coyly). Mr. Brown: Why.. (a loud
Mother (backstage): Sonny, did John: Oh, I'm going to read the knock is heard, then Uncle Ned
you get those groceries? Rover Boys, sillk! What does the bursts into the room, waving a
The two lying down raise them- b h ?lvea on their hands, sheepishly. paper say a out t e war-scare. newspaper).
se scare f Uncle Ned: Say! War is coming!
Mother: Sonny? (Looks in at Virgy: Do you think it's serf- Everybody remains silent f-or a
right door). ous? moment, and Uncle Ned reads on,
&noy: I was just going for it, John: Yeah. I guess I'll soon a typical inflammatory propagan-
mama. (Gets up, sheepishly). be cannon-fodder. dist article.
Mother: What on earth are you Virgy: Why do people fight, any- Uncle Ned: Our troops have
doing! way? landed, and will protect our in-
Sonny: Oh, nothing. John: From ambition, anger, and terests. Our consul reported tor-
Mother: Well, hurry; supper is to make enormous profits. A great tured by bandits.
waiting. (Goes out). war is different from a private John: I haven't any interests in
Sonny: Come &,0 to the store fig-ht, War is organized, cold- China.
with met blooded. Virgy: Well?
Bill: Neh, You never go with Virgy (seriously): John, they John: Imperialism! Isn't that
mewhen,I ask you. .. can't. have you. clear?
Mother8 voice: Hurry With the John (laughs): Ob, they'U have Uncle Ned (stupidly): Why, the
groceries, Sonny., . me! article don't mention imperialism.
Sonny: Well, 111 see you (slOgs) r A knock is heard. Virgy goes John: Of course not.
"when th~ moon comes over the and opens the door.. Mother: Oh, I hope we won't
mountain. . Virgy: Why good evenmg. Come have another dreadful war.
Johnny (Imitates): Moo ... I 'n! Mrs. Brown: I can't believe they
Bill: Last lick! (hiLs Sonny and 1 Mr. and Mrs. Brown (John's will be so foolish.
hey run out). . parents): Good evening, Virginia! John: They? Who is they?
About one hour later: V~rgy, a Mrs. Brown: We just saw Sonny Mrs. Brown (confused): They?
young,b~t rather mature ~1!1, en- playing outside. (Laughs). Why-whoever it is that, why, the
ten the lIving.room, and tidies up Vir (tak€s their wraps): Yes, war department. of. course.
the room, foldmg the newspal?ers, h . gr d· history. (All laugh). Huckleberry: We young men
etc. Then she goes to the plano e IS s u ¥mg in 'ust a min don't get anything out of war.
andpractices a five~ftnger exercise. Mother WIll be down J - Mrs. Brown: Oh, it's all so com-
Ber mother comes in. ute. (Goes o.ut). . plex.
Virgy (impatiently) . 0 Mother John (to hIS parents). H;ello. Uncle Ned rattles the newspa-. ." Mrs. Brown (not unkmdly):
over tomght. J h h dl see you at home per; acts annoyed. .
Mother: His parents are coming, 0 n, we ar y Mother: Virgy, suppose you g€t
to~. Try not to make too !!luch hnfu.r:"B~~wn (sarcastically): We'll out the card table; we can have
n01se; you know Mrs. Brown IS so h' t"t Virginia over to see a nice little game of bridge. (Virgy
nervous ave 0 mVI e and John get the table). Hasn't
iVrgy' (impatiently): 0, Mother, us, so you will stay home. it been cold lately? (Virgy and
youtalk as if I were a child. Mrs. Brown: Oh.. we u~der- John set up the table).
Sonny enters room, eating a stand, John. It's a.lrlght. (Snul€s)ci Mr. Brown (carrying on the ar-
pieceof bread Virgy enters WIth mot~er, an gument): You young men are a
Mother: No~, Sonny, you must at the same time, a knock IS heard bit idealistic.
study early tonight, and don't go ~t the street door. John answers Uncle Ned: What's all the ar-
out! It. H kl b gument about, anyhow? We got
Sonny:Aw, I haven't hardly any John: Why, hell? uc; errYj to protect ourselves from them
more lessons. I haven't seen you 10 a coon s .ag~. dirty bandits.
Virgy (shouts): Have hardly, not Huckleberry: Oh, ev€r;ythmg S John (fiercely): Protect our-
haven't hardly! been fine. John. Good evemng, ev- selves? Five thousand miles from
Sonny: I'll ask Bill what the erybody. home? That doesn't make sense.
history lesson is for tomorrow. Virgy: Let me take your coat, I'm willing to protect our shores,
:fda-ther (reading newspaper): Huck. but why should I stretch my guts
Telephonehim. Mrs. Brown (to m?ther): Mary, on barbed-wire over there'?
Sonny: Please mama, I won't I've just been teIlmg John we Mrs. Brown (shocked): John!
take long. never see him except over here, Such language!
Mother (firmly): Go study, Son. lately. , Mr. Brown: Be more moderate,
Sonny: Please? Mother: Isn't it so? But dop t John.
Mother (raises voice): Nol you mind, John. I hear you ve John (keeps on, excitedly): You
Sonny: Aw shucks, I can't ever made a wonderful reco~d at school. know it is true-!
hardly do anything around here. John: Oh, it's nothmg to brag Virgy: But do you have to go,
Virgy: And why don't you make about. John?
himwash his face; he never looks Mr. Brown: Yes, w~at about that John (ironi~ally): That's the
halfwaydecent. D in Chemistry? (Gnns). idea.
SoDDy(thumbs nose): Blaah! Virgy: Well, he is s? interested JV~h~~:lohYp:otect some invest-
(Goesout, kicking chair). in history, he has no time for the ment. that's why.
Mother goes out also reading other studies. Oh let's Mr. Brown: This is not philoso-
IleWIpaper Virgy retur~s to her John (embarrassed):, J h ·t' ItPlaetice. • change the subject. (Awkwardly). phy, 0 n, 1 s rea 1 y.
cl>£nlnq
As a breath from a
twilight rose
Into an etherous lake
Of saffron scented waters,
Drifting to sea.
censor,
IWinter Fashions Are
In Full Swing,
Says Connoisseur
By Mae
Did Santa bring Grace Bounds
that swanky porkpie hat? all the
new scarfs the girls are sporting T
Louis Givens that blue-striped tie t
Augusta Oelschig her cheQ'Y vest
and grey shirt? Eleanor Murphy
her black suit? Selma Saminsky
the svelte bangs and grey fur coat 1"
Miss Ennis the perky green knit
cap? Nelta Beckett her spaniel?
Janet Rushing's Springish plaid
skirt? Cecelia Travis the bright
red sweater? to Pete Cargill her
rainbow gauntlets? Billy Mann's
striped socks?
Dancing divinely the first tea
dance of the new year were Sara
Henderson in a two-piece navy
wool suit dressed up with a gold
kid belt. Coats in green taffeta
full skirted and great shouldered.
Augusta Oelschig in lovely Eleanor
blue velvet with rhinestone buttons
and Irish lace for a military neck-
line and a cap of three twists of
the velvet over a net skull; more
velvet for Mary Virginia Black-
well's tiniest of full peplums on a
black one with. lace collar and
cuffs, and for Miss Ennis brilliant
orange with a swing skirt, very
full.
Cavorting on the campus: Nellie
McIntire in bright green wool with
brown laces up the front; Libby
Gnann in the first print; Jeanne
Hipson in a startling and Immec-
ulate white tunic; Felie Park with
a ring. a sweater, and the buttons
on her fur coat all a lovely shade
of peacock blue; Dolores Cowart
looking like the visiting Prima
Donna in a black fur coat and two
high waves in her hair. Mann
again with a large bouquet in his
buttonhole.
abl>t"act!o~
I
(Philosophy)
Beneath the waters I can see your
glow
As you lie in my azure bowl,
Strange-
That I cannot touch you
Lost little star.
II
(Beauty)
I do not know why Jasmine petals
f~ll
Or where their life has gone,
Yet I
Their star-wide fragrance drink,
Need I know more?
CECIL REID REINSTEIN
roughs, Property Mistress; Emily
Clarke, Margaret Wright, Nelta
Beckett; Make-Up Crew: Mary
Eyler, Head of Crew; Louis Op-
per; Publicity Crew: Robert Me-
Cuen, Chief of Staff; Victoria Jen-
kins, Elsie McIver, Robert Laniel';
Costume Crew: Janet Rushing
Chief Costumer; Celia Wall, Cath-
ryn Byers; Lighting Crew: Wen-
dell Hardwick, Chief Electrician;
Wray Potter, and Mary Farr.
Callie Morris. is stage manager
for the shew, and Louise Opper is
assistant to the director.
John: Reality, or a stupid cus-
t-om? Why not protect our own
shores, and let the rest go?
Mrs. Brown: Don't be imperti-
nent. John. You forget yourself.
John: I'm sorry.
Mr. Brown: You'll go alright.
Uncle Ned: You want to live Huckleberry: And that ain't too
forever? much, Uncle Ned.
John (angry at the stupid fatal- John: Up at school I knew a
ism): No! I want to die. I want fellow from that very country we
to wallow in a mudhole. I want will fight. He could not under-
the glory of lice and filthy dis- stand why we must hate each oth-
eases! (Fiercely) Can't you see? er at a command. He knows that
Can't you? the people of his town are a lot
Uncle Ned (after a pause): like us, they have to worry and
Well, I fought in the Spanish war. struggle every day, paying bills,
Mr. Brown: Yes, son. I think earning their bread! He cannot
I'm beginning to see. understand why. Just think! I
Uncle Ned (shrugs shoulders): may actually pour out liquid fire,
Besides, you might not even get to sear the flesh off his body!
hurt. Uncle Ned: Yeah. That's one
John: Somebody will. case. But there are people over
Uncle Ned: Don't be crazy, wor- there who want war, don't forget
rying about other people. that.
John: Is our final law to be Virgy: Why can't we find them
hate? out, here and over there, too, and
Mrs. Brown: Oh, it's all so com· ng-ht them; they are our real ene-
plex. mies. The beasts; they don't care
Virgy: But why should you go about us!
and be killed? John: In a few months I may
John: Don't make me laugh. fire a rifle at his head ... I, a
You can't change it by wishes. You civilized,
have to blot out the cau·ses. Mr. Brown: It is hard to be-
Uncle Ned: That's impossible. lieve!
John: Not if people act togeth- Mother: It is terrible.
er. The trouble is, you've never John: I who have laughed and
really thought about what lies be- talked with him!
neath all this propaganda. Outside the house (backstage),
Mrs. Brown: John, don't be so Sonny and the boys begin to make
impertinent. noises imitating machine-gun fire,
John: Oh. I'm not blaming, rat.a-tat ... Inside, everybody re-
mother. But how can you worry mains tensely quiet. Mr. Brown
about the world after you have rises, unsteadily bracing himself
worked all day? (Changes man- on the sofa. Mother rises distract-
ner). But we must think, and act, ed.
too. Mother: Virgy. tell Sonny to
Mr. Brown (slowly): Yes. we stop that noise and come inside ..
must try to see through their Mr. Brown: I can't bear t~at
mean tricks. noise, it is so cruel! (Goes to wm-
A cry is heard backstage, at .Iow and shouts}: Sonny, stop that
first soft, then louder. noise, Sonny! Stop! (Noise flares
War! War! Extra! All about de up, and ther; stons suddenly). Mr.
war. Extra! Brown leans wearily against the
John jumps up. window.
Uncle Ned: Here, let me get a John rises and gives an excited
paper. (Runs to door). Here, boy! nervous laugh.
(Returns, shouting): Enemy re- John: Look at me. I am free.
ported entering American conces- Free! (Laughs crazily). To die!
sian. Great property damage. War Cannon-fodder.
expected hourly. Mother: John!
Virgy: We don't want war. John: Let me kiss you, mother,
Uncle Ned: See? I told you so. hp+'ore I forget the meaning of
John (decisively, impudently): io~€. (Laughs). Let's dance; this
I told you! . IS our last chaJ.lce! Ha-ha. We
Mr. Brown: Maybe It won't last who are about to~
long. ~
.Uncle Ned:. Yeah, and besides it I~.' ._t inc Murphy.
WIll help busmess. "':-. ...:...• '_ .!.-__ ",:,__
Virgy: And ruin lives? ..
Uncle Ned (loudly): Citizens Do you want concentrated ad-
brutally murdered! venture?
John: How do you know that is Across the storm-swept plain
true? Th id h· hUncle Ned: There it is in black e l' er urges on IS orses,
and white All I know is what I In squalls of wind and rain.
read. . Kiokusui.
Mistress: "It's pretty cold to-
nig~t, S~ra; you had better put
an Iron m your bed to warm it
up."
.Mistress (next morning): "How
dId you sl~ep last night, Sara '!"
Sara: Pretty good, ma'am I
had the iron almost warm 'by
morning."
tain rods, she muttered to herself,
"The irony of beauty, hiding un-
couthness with bright colors; many
things are like that: many things
are not what they seem." Her
gaze wandered out the window and
tell on another tenement across a
narrow alley. A dirty, bedraggled
woman was making coffee, she
could see through a window. There
were no bright shades on that win-
dow. Was green chintz the only
difference between her and the
woman who was making coffee '!
Then she wondered at herself, she
was becoming philosophical. Was
she growing old? Oh no, she was
merely getting an education.
After numerous difficulties, in-
cluding the hardship of overcom-
i~ timidity at approaching old
friends for employment, Gilbert
succeeded in lining up enough
small jobs to keep them going. He
clerked in a shoe store on Satur~
days and worked three other days
a week as timekeeper on a federal
works project, fearful every day
local officials of the alphabetical
enterprise might discover his Sat-
urday employment and cut him off
the relief roll. He began also to
have a feeling in the night, in the
dark, that he was a failure that
his case was hopeless. He ~ould
watch Marjorie as she slept un-
troubled and trusting, and w~nder
how he could ever, ever be worthy
of one who was so brave. so noble
so fine. Once he cried like a baby:
They were fairly adjusted to
~he.ir new way of life when Mar-
Jane became ill, seriously. Doc-
tors came, frowned professionally
and exchanged glances with each
other. They talked with Gilbert
only outside in the hall and not
at all with Marjorie.
One morning after a visit of the
several doctors, Gilbert rushed in
to Marjorie's bedside waving a
telegram in his hand. "Guess
what, my darling!" "
"The old firm is reorganizing un~
der a n~ n.arne, and they want
me as dIstl'lct manager, district
manager!"
Marjorie was very weak but it
seemed to Gilbert that she' smiled
.,,11over.
"Now," he continued, "we can
take the best old penthouse in
town!"
Oh, P.tty, dear, &lid dld you ~T
That Cupid was going around.
So watch your step, aud don't stay
here,
Or 800n you'll be altarMhound.
But, Patty dear, if you are wise,
When Cupid lets his arrows ride
Don't run away and hide your e~~
But, pray that soon you'll be a
bride.
-Josephine Logan.
iii.
"Need a man'? I've had experi-
ence in . . . you don't? Thank
you, good day."
Again they retrenched, this time
into. one room. in. 81 definitely un-
fashIonable dlStnct. And again
they adapted themselves wonder-
fully. Marjorie once more began
to furnish her new home. She
draped the rough windows with
green chintz, more to hide their
homely scars than to decorate
them. As she tacked up the cur-
Trip To Chicago
Was Enjoyed
_Book Review-
"The Story of San Micheye" by
Axel Munthe is a remarkable
of his own life vividly portrays
his character. Dr. Munthe wrote
his story while in ereat mental
agony. He was on the verge of
bllndneae and helplessness. How-
ever, in writing he seems to have
gained some measure of relief and
even a great deal of rqaasure.
Dr. Munthe relates the events in
his rapid rise in the medical pro-
fession. Everything he undertook
seems to have been successful. He
attributes his success to luck-the
goddess of fortune smiled on him,
autobiography. It is the story of
he said. It seems, however, that
a great man whose simple account
there was some greater force that
guided him in his work. He must
have been a man of high intellect
with a sympathetic and under-
standing nature. His keen insight
into human nature is amazing.
The patience' and steadfastness
of Axel Munthe are best demon-
strated by his years of toil in the
construction of his home, San
Mickele, which he designed and
built with his own hands on the
site of the ancient Villa of Ti-
bertus in Anacapri. This beautiful
house was constructed of marble
fragments, priceless treasures un-
earthed in the location of San
Micke"le. It is said that those who
know the history of San Mickele
of today have never been able to
understand how such a magnificent
structure could have been built
without the aid of an archited,
without proper drawings 0-1 plans,
and without any exact measure-
ments ever having been taken.
Dr. Munthe in his autobiography
displays a wealth of knowledge of
numerous subjects. He wrote
equally well of art and psychology,
of folk-lore and of medicine. In
fact, his knowledge, gained through
experience and keen observation,
is amazingly widespread. There
are pages of his book that could
be set apart as essays on certain
subjects which are interesting
from a standpoint of literary value
as well as sources of information.
There are some pages that the
reader should read slowly in order
to appreciate the real beauty and
significance of his thought and
ideas.
In the unique and dramtic con-
elusion of the book, the writer tells
(If his own death and his trial by
the saints before gaining entrance
tv heaven and how when his case
looked most hopeless he is saved by
the intervention of St. Francis
of Assisi who appears in his usual
tattered clothing followed by his
ever-attendant flock of birds.
Dr. Munthe, who is known in
Europe as the "Modern St. Francis
of Assisi," used the royalties of
"The Story of San Mickele" to
found a bird sanctuary in his
native country, Sweden.
_Margaret Wright.
Penthouse,
A Story
_Fietion-
i.
Inside a pert little bungalow a
young man is talking to his wife.
He is telling her of the oddities
of his fellow workers in a broker~
age firm. She listens patiently, al-
though she has heard the stories
before."Now vou take old Smith," the
young lluin says, "he wears a wig,
and every morning when he comes
down to work he has to smooth
his hair down before he takes off
Us hat, or his hair will fall off."
The young man talked on, tell-
ing of his business day; and his
wife went about preparing the
evening meal, all the while re-
maining attentive to his narration.
These two were average people,
but not trite; they had some in-
uependent thoughts, spoke some-
times in more than platitudes.
They were of what has been called
Upper Middle Class, and Young
Married Set Which Does Things.
In appearance they were some-
what better off than the average
person. In fact the wife was quite
remarkable: she had never tor-
mented her hair with the curlers,
and she used the paint with dis-
cretion. She was small of stature,
with fine features; fair, with a nice
smile. Her husband was of me-
dium height, more slender, darker
than she.
Marjorie and Gilbert were very
happy in their little home, con-
cerned mainly with two things:
Marjorie's health and the pros-
pect of some day living in a pent-
house. Marjorie's health was their
more serious problem. She didn't
look frail, but she was never
hardy. Gilbert often had to turn
down invitations because Marjorie
was ill. The penthouse, on the
other hand, was their ideal, their
dream. Marjorie had always want-
ed one; and Gilbert, more than
once, had promised it to her. They
had figured it up and the results
told them they might, in a year
of frugality, move into the smart-
est penthouse in town.
It was the mention of a pent-
house now that brought Marjorie
to full attentiveness of her hus-
band's remarks on the way he had
spent his day. She stopped scrap-
ing a celery stalk, brushed her
hair from her forehead with the
back of her hand and actually
looked at Gilbert. On his part, the
subject had been reserved as a cli-
max, a surprise. He had planned
to be talking along "and casually
mention "penthouse," just to
watch her reaction. That she
ceased scraping celery to listen to
him was pure flattery and he was
justly proud. However, he was
as anxious to get to the point as
a newspaper reporter, but he
clothed each detail in chit chat
like a space paid correspondent.
Thus he managed to go several
paragraphs before telling his wife
he had floor plans of a new pent-
house, shortly to be put up for
sale.
"Oh, Gilbert, let's look at them
before we eat, shall we?"
"Well, if you're so impatient as
that ... " &
And so things went.
Then, like a bombshell, there ex~
ploded in the midst of their petty
joys and worries, tragic news,
which so often takes one unaware,
unprepared.
One evening Gilbert came in sad-
ly and took Marjorie's chin in
both his hands. liMy dear little
wife," he began, "I must tell you
that we have lost everything. This
morning we received word that the
company is going under and we're
all losing our jobs."
It was so sudden and so incon-
ceivable that Marjorie was unable
to speak; He had lost his job, they
had lost everything: what was left
but emptiness? Then she saw the
light of defeat in her husband's
eyes, and she (rare creature that
she was!) did the unexpected. She
smiled.
ii.
They took a modest apartment
in a not_too_fashionable section
and began all over again. It was
hard at first, but they accepted re-
ality and settled down to make
the best of an unfortunate situa·
~ion. They were real people, will-
mg to wage a real battle.
It wasn't so very hard for Gil-
bert to get a job selling automo-
biles on commission; the agency
Do you like to see the be.utles
With the honey-golden hair?
And perhaps the lovely auburn
locks,
Adorning foreheads fair?
was glad to get a man with so
many connections (and one who
needn't be paid a salary). The new
work was not particularly appeal-
ing, you had to force yourself on
prospective customers in rivalry
with other high pressure salesmen
who had also memorized the in-
struction book. You had to dog
each prospect until he either told
you to go to hell in so many words;
or, in desperation, bought your
car. To one who had so long dealt
with abstract goods, represented
only by figures in a cash book, this
sort of employment was utterly
distasteful. But what could one
do, starve?
Marjorie elaborated the small
duplex as best she could with what
they could afford. A practical per-
son, she substituted cotton for silk,
margarine for butter, and executed
other short cuts known only to
discriminating housewives. Never
once did she mention the old en-
tertainments or the pretentious
restaurants; she became absorbed
in newer and simpler accomplish-
ments, such as ironing shirts and
darning socks. Her new neighbors
soon realized her worth (as neigh-
bors will) and were eager to help
initiate her into the intricacies of
the trade. They were amused at
her first efforts, but they came to
respect her for her bravery and
to love her for her cheerfulness.
She was a symbol of renewed hope
for the discouraged, a model for
the ignorant.
In between official domeStic du-
ties, she kept Gilbert from being
downcast. She invited him to wipe
the dishes at night, to paint furni.
ture, to take walks, anything to
~ard off desp1!'ir. Once, on his
bIrthday, she bhndfolded him when
he came in after work and led him
to their small dining table on
which blazed a tiny home-made
cake, resplendent with miniature
candles. They would celebrate a
big ~ale with a special feast and a
mOVIe.
Life was looking bright again'
then the automobile agency recog~
nizing complaints from th~ sales·
men that there wasn't enough busi-
ness to go around, cut its force
and let Gilbert go, as he was the
youngest man.
_Article-
I spent a glorious week attend-
ing the Fifteenth National 4-H
Club Congress in Chicago. There
blon- were 1,600 girls, boys and leaders
from 44 states and four dominions
in Canada. Only winners of state
trips are eligible to attend and all
expenses are paid. I won a meat
identification contest sponsored by
Swift and Company.
Upon registering at the National
4-H Club Headquarters, we were
given knitted tams in the 4-H Club
colors, green and white, bearing
the national emblem, a four-leaf
clover with 4~H's representing
Head, Heart, Hands and Health.
Each state wore an emblem. The
23 Georgia delegates wore red rib-
bons on which "Georgia Cracker"
was printed in black.
Sunday afternoon we took a fifty
mile tour of the city, stopping at
the University of Chicago to view
the beautiful chapel. Famous Max-
well Street interested us, also the
parks and frozen lakes. Special
church services were held in the
evening in which 4-H Club dele-
gates took part and the sermon
was on our motto, "To Make the
Best Better /'
M 0 n day - International Live
Stock Show Day-the morning was
spent viewing exhibits of stock,
poultry, meats, foods, clothing and
home furnishings. Sears-Roebuck
Company were hosts at luncheon at
the Stev-ens Hotel, largest hotel in
the world. In the afternoon we
were guests of Wilson and Com-
pany at a party and supper. This
is an annual event honoring Mr.
Thos. E. Wilson who started the
4·H Club Congress.
Tuesday - Science and Industry
Day-we visited the Field Museum
of Natural History and Adler
Planetarium and were guests of
Montgomery Ward and Co. for
lunch in the Marine Dining Room
of the Edgewater Beach Hotel, fol-
lowed by a tour of their plant. The
outstanding social event was An-
nual Banquet at Stevens Hotel.
~n .J!.o,,~'WIth '1I0u
Oh, when 1 was in love with you
Then I was a fool in truth, t
And miles around everyone knew
How blind I was in youth.
And now the spell is broken,
Bewitch me again, if you can·
Advice is my gift bespoken: '
All that glitters is not a man.
-Louise Opper.
'l'll'lht
Night is a fairy in black velvet
gown.
Her face is dreamy, her hair is like
down.
Her sweet, clean breath is the cool
evening breeze,
Her voice is the murm'ring wind
in the trees.
Her bosom my pillow, she holds me
till dawn.
When the sun shines again,
My night fairy is gone.
-Marguerite Morrow.
Oh, of course! there are the
dies
With those eyes of dreamy blue,
And the curls so black and shiny
That will thrill you through and
through.
So you say that you enjoy to sit
And watch their Iimber feet
As they dance to rhythmic meas-
ures
In a fashion very neat '!
If you want to see the cuties
With attractive forms so trim,
Better cross the sea to gay Peree:
Don't peek in the college gym.
-Ardelle Waldhour.
Comprehensive View of
(Continued from page 1)
changed to include many things
impossible for the smaller college
of the early days. Had come tea
dance'S, tours, and touch football,
along with bull sessions, biology
labs, and again basket ball grown
strictly collegiate. The cycle was
complete.
Here, with best intentions, with
rosemary and rue, with love and
affection, with fondest memories of
an earlier day already our Past,
and with deep regret at its going-
we bury nineteen thirty-six. The
year is dead. LONG LIVE THE
YEAR!
Wednesday - Manufacturers'
Day-included trips through Inter-
national Harvester Company and
McCormiCk Twine Mills and hmeh-
eon. At night the National Style
Review was held.
Thursday - Educational Day-
there were educational addresses
by prominent agriculture people
and Chicago Mail Order Co., were
hosts at breakfast and Swift and
Co. tendered their winners a lunch·
eon at their plant. Final session
of the Congress in the evening fol·
lowed by dinner dance.
The Georgia delegation left Chi.
cage Friday and were guests of
the .railroad for a side trip via St.
LOUIS,Mo., where we visited the
world's largest stock yards, Jef·
ferson Museum, which contains the
Lindbergh trophies, and other
points of interest.
--Geraldine MonseeL
A man is like an egg' he can
be kept in cold storage-:but just
a little intensive warmth and he is
Epoiled in a week.
E.,,~ lP2l.lck~d 'Th~<;f1ll.llt
Eve plucked the fruit
And the world grew wise;
As the Devil's Recruit,
Eve plucked the fruit.
She stood quite mute
As she opened her eyes.
Eve plucked the fruit
And the world grew wise.
-Edith Beery.
He was for moving right away,
because he knew it was what she
wanted more. than anything else;
so they made the change immedi·
ately. Marjorie was moved in an
ambulance, handled by starched.
attendants, to her new abode,
which was indeed the best ~
house in town. It was furnIshed
in the latest mode from bookeasea
to carpets.
Gilbert, thought Marjorie, must
have done a great deal of prepa.
ra~ion. There he was, in his gOod
sutt, beaming, and pointing out for
her approval the newest furnish-
in~s, the most recent electrical ap·
phances; and explaining each item,
de.scribing when and where they
mIght use various articles. She
laughed inwardly because he
looked like a frenzied merchant
trying to detain a hesitant CU8"
tonner. "
Marjorie was happy again. All
she had tf"'do was to get well. She
never dOUbted but that she would
get well; for in her mind she dwelt
0!l the thought of recovery tena-
CIously, as a stout vine clings to
an upright support. But three dayS
later she died-of internal cancer·
iv.
She was not buried expensively;
no, n~t even moderately so. She
was given a pauper's burial, with-
out e!en a pauper's ceremony. It
:vas Just a simple coffin lowered
mto bare earth.
It was perhaps too simple re-
flected Gilbert, as he walked de-
jectedly away from the cemetery
on his way home. Home, not to
the penthouse, but back to his real
home; the one-room flat where
Marjorie had hung the bright green
shades.
-Hoyt W.....
autumn SCEnE
The wind is a lover, dashing, gay
(As down the path alone I go).
He teases autumn leaves that sway.
The wind is a lover, dashing, gay.
Twisting crimson, yellow, grey.
In Arabesques of endless flow.
The wind is a lover, dashing, gay,
(As down the path alone I go.)
-Louise Opper.
A chiropractor is a man who
gets paid for what any other 1IlJIl
would get slapped for.
-Pel M
(Die .... ,· Lamp ) ( NE~_.?':fuT~!:,~~~THI~~~~~:"-:
t~.:':;~~=ot:~~~ .,I M~~en;th~~SN~~gY~~r~s:;e?e
D$ .nd have no eonneetionwith the edl- Chinese Mrs G ld Ch ~ r And what is Louis Givens com-
to~ polieYof this pa~r. P t k' eC8. an Sieg New Announcement was made ing to? Out with Peggy in a furIt was another murder trial A oe ry :P'he En l~lhnese poetry Frats of the formation of five new coat. And Reinstein going high-
• . 0 e ng IS 4 class on I • Sororities during the first
short, ratty-faced man was teeti- December 8th .. She, developed her quarter. The Delta Chi elected brow taking scientific Dora Lee to
fying: "And when I started out tOPIC by saymg .that Chinese Delores Cowart as its president, the Poemtry Society Meeting?
the door, he reached into his pock- poetry IS character-ized by eco~- and the Alpha Tau Beta sorority That ought to bring forth some
f h! gun and I" omy of words and said the music elected Pauline Cargill as its head. sonnets! * * •et or IS , • • • • of expreSSIOn, pictures, and emo-
Judge Meldrim leaned forward tlon, is given in remarkably few
and almost shouted the words: words and phrases, and is great
"Will you never stop cutting and among all efforts.
shooting each other?" The cou~t 7.7 At the conclusion of the
roomwas jolted out of its routine, Tie touch-football season, the
the lawyers, the people in the bal- Freshman and Sophomore
conystared in surprise. teams were tied 7-7, which was
their second tie-game in succee-
The naked logical question stirred aion. This predicament left the
them. They saw through the championship undecided, since nei-
whole meaning of law: the re- ther team won the necessary
straint of man's selfish impulses, three games to make a win.
for the common good. When the Assembly
words were printed in the after-
noon newspapers, the public also
was a little awed by the intense
logicof the words; we had all for-
gotten to hope for something bet-
ter than the drab Monday morn-
ing of the court room.
A few weeks ago, a noted crim-
inologist said: "You must cure
crime in its infancy of poverty
and ignorance! America must
learn to control crime, or it will
be shot through with lawlessness!"
This is simple and clear: worth
thinki~gabout. Poverty and Igno-
ranee.
The Dean's list for the
quarter was announced
during the holidays. On
the honor list were 12 freshmen,
22 sophomores. Topping the list
for honors for this quarter was
Bob McCuen, with the rare 3 A's.
Noticeable is the increase of soph-
omores who made the list, and also
the dominance of sophomores over
freshmen.
Several students received A
plus's, for special excellence in
scholarship. The Dean's list in- ~~B~e~rt~Cgo~o~p~e~r~dief:e~a:t~eEdcit~he~AiJAtA:J~:::::::::::::~eludes, Freshmen: Helen Brennan, by sending Phelie a China Pig!
Christine Crawford, Wesley de I.
Valinger, Samuel H. Freeman,
Mary Garrard, Adeline Gurnble,
Nedra. Householder, Georgia Anna
Hill, Gere Jenkins,Josephine Traub,
Sybill Orr, Edward Sieg. Sopho-
mores: Grace Bounds, Nelta Beck-
ett Edith Beery, Sin Fa Chan,
Eli~abeth Cobb, Elizabeth Gnann,
Helene Herndon, Marilouise Lock-
wood Robert McCuen, Carol May-
hew' Augusta Oelschig, Odessa
Poythress, Cecil Reinstein, Electa
Robertson, David Robinson, Janet
Rushing, Sidney Smith, Celia Stev-
ens Harold Sutker, Solomon Sut-
ker: Herbert Traub, Harry 'I'ruche-
let.
,1937 THE INKWELL
Fencing
Team
First
Game
At the first basketball
game of the season, Arm-
strong took the Teachers'
College quint in an exciting, close
game, 33-29. The game was full
of thrills and laughs. Biggest
laugh for the Samsons was the
ruse of Nathan Karnibad, who
playfully and craftily sneaked
away the basket ball while simply
running down the field with an op-
ponent.
Registration Registration for
the winter quarter
began Monday morning, January
4, under the direction of Dean As-
kew. Long lines formed in the
halls, and 212 students registered
amid conversation and banter. Mr.
Boyd, Mr. Shiver, Mr. Gigniliat,
and Miss Spencer assisted Mr. As-
kew in straightening out students
on graduation and entrance re-
quirements.
On December 11, 1936,
the program for the last
assembly of the quarter was pre-
sented under the direction of the
Student Council, and was accord-
ed much praise. The students made
up the program, exclusively.
Enjoyed were Harry 'I'ruchelet,
Arthur Phillips and Will Bond,
who played several encored trios,
and George Stanley and Hugh
Taylor, who sang, accompanied by
Delores Cowart. Frank Henry pre-
sided.
Dean's
List
• •
The Fencing Team is
making rapid progress
under the capable direc-
tion of Frank Henry, and Nairn
Ross, veterans of last year, and
will begin matches with other
Georgia teams this spring.
The team holds two workouts
daily; one in the morning and an-
other in the afternoon, in the col-
lege buildings, Bob McCuen is
manager for the group.
•
Santayana: UA theory is not an
unemotional thing. If music can
be full of passion, merely by giv-
ing form to a single sense, how
much more beauty or terror may
not a vision be pregnant with,
whieh bring'S order and method
into everything we know?"• • •
John Dewey: "Scholastic culture
makes for snobbishness. Educa-
tion should be conceived as a con-
tinuous growth of the mind and
an illumination of life, rather than
merely stopping at maturity.
Schoolsin one sense can only give
us the tools of mental growth, the
rest depends on our absorption
and interpretation of experience,"• • •
Diogenes is pleased to announce
some important research on the
Greekclassic dance. For the last
three weeks he has been digging
in Greece (wherever they would
let him) and he has discovered the
exact form of the ceremonial dance
to Dionysus. Some authorities say
the dance was a combination of
steps but he now has positive evi-
dence, certified by the Athens
chamber of commerce, that the
dance was carried on in this man-
ner: 1. Music of flutes and saxe-
phone.. 2. Satyrs jump forward
on both feet. 3. Catch balance.
4. Song to Dionysus. 6. Musk Odd Science Facts
of flutes and washtub.• • •
James Rorty happens to be a
thinkingman. He made his living
in the advertising business until
oneday when his boss told him to
take a walk: "Mr. Rorty, you are
a &,000 man, but you have too many
outside interests; you don't keep
your mind on business!"
And that's that.
But James Rorty also happens
to have some very efficient brain- b .
eells,so he writes good books and Sodium-vapor lamps are emg
I· A used on highways in Europe. Onearticles. In the New Repub IC n- watt of electricity will produce .the
thology, he quotes Thoreau quot- h t s
ably. The whole point of his arti- intensity of light t a. reqUIre.
ele is summed up in his quotation two and one-half watts tn. an ordl-
of Thoreau: nary tungsten filament tncandes~
III went to the woods (Walden cent lamp.
~ond)because I wished to live de- th nit of heredity, has
liberately, to front only the essen-r A g~ne, e lume of a cubic cen-
tial facts of life, and to learn what a maXImum vo d'ng to measure-
it had to teach, and not, when dII timetteiak:~byr ;cientists in Rocke-
cameto die, discover that I ha men s .
not lived. I wanted to live deep, feller Institute.
~nd suck out all th.e marrow of I di~ is that some
life, to live so sturdily and Spar~ A rec~nt d asYtrue epilepsy
tan-like,as to drive life into a cor- cases ~Iafros~ases of infestation
ner and reduce it to its lowest are ac ua y larvae
~ and if it proved mean, why with tapeworm -S~l Sutker.
then to publish it to the whole
world; or if it were sublime, to
kno. it by experience, and be able
to give a true aecount of it."
Hm. That guy Rorty and that
Crank Thoreau must be crazy, act-
ing like they own the eart~ and
have a right to live like gIants.
W maybe they giants.
·ogenes.
Holidays Christmas Holidays
were held from Decem-
January 4, inclusive.ber 18 to
A committee composed
of Nairn Ross, Elizabeth
Pierce, and Bob McCuen,
selected Pauline Cargill and Frank
Sanders as cheer leaders. It was
also decided that each member of
the student body would recieve a
free ticket to the basket ball game
which was played December 18.
Cheer
Leaders
December 15 was the
date of the last Tea Dance
for the fall quarter. A
large crowd attended, and music
was furnished by the college or-
chestra. Christmas decorations
added much to the personality of
the occasion, and a brilliantly
lighted Christmas tree was set up
by the g it-ls of the Sophomore
class, who were sponsors of the
dance.-----
Tea
Dance
"I'm trying to forget a beauti-
ful .shapely blonde, but I'm afraid
th~t only one thing will help me
to forget."
"What's that, whiskey?"
"No a date with a beautiful,
shapely brunette like yourself."
Irish Emigrant (watching a
group of gulls flying over the N~w
York harbor): "But that's a fome
flock of pigeons."
Sailor: "Say, buddy, that's
gulls." .
Irishman: "Wot of It? Gulls or
boys, they're a foine flock of
pigeons."
He: <II suppose you dance?"
She: "Ob, yes, I love to."
He: "Great, that's better than
dancing."
-Article-
Great winds blow in the atmos-
pheres of the distant stars with
which the hurricanes of the earth's
atmosphere are mere zephyrs.
The stroboscope camera, operat-
ing without any shutter, can take
a picture in one one_hundred-thou-
sandth of a second. -Humbug.
Epidemic
Mrs Eskimo: uWell, where have
you b~n for the past six months?"
Mr Eskimo: "My dear, I've just
been ~itting up with a sick friend:'
-Log.
Teacher: "Conjugate the verb
'to swim'." "
Pupil: "Swim, swam, swum.
Teacher: "Now conjugate the
verb 'to dim'."
Pupil: "Dim,-say, are you try-
ing to kid me?"
Bridegroom: "I thee endow with
all my worldly goods." .'
His Father: "There goes hIS bI-
cycle."
You scoff at a minno!
For being mere bait.
But how did you feel
When after your da.t~
There you were dan~11D
To wait and to pme,
Left on the hook. of ?
A very strong lme .
Wifie: "What's the idea of pok-
ing the broom in the baby's face
this morning?"
Hubby: "I just wanted him to
get used to kissing his grandfa-
ther." -Echo.
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Are Jeanne and Frank moon- BULL and LBERTYSTS.
gazing again? From all we hear,
the railroads are burning up the Phone 2..3158
tracks: carrying Elizabeth Wallace ':::=============~to C'lina, and also Martha Lee to r
Albany, Ga. but the shoo-fly did
not burn the tracks carrying Ro-
meo Ware into Savannah to see
his lady love (?)• • •
Shucks. Is nothing enduring,
and permanent, and all that sort
of thing? We have it straight that
Ruthie is showering glamour, and
do bunnies purr when she's
around j e My, my: mama, there's
that triangle at the do.. again!• • •
TRIPLE "XXX"
THIRST STATION
Good Eats and Drinks
Victory Drive: Opposite:
MunfciPl'I SWidium
Southern Mfg. Jewelers
402 liberty Bank Building
And we don't think that George
and Betsy were inspecting the
beach erosion at Tybee. We nom-
inate for the hall of infame:
Coats, with 1 date, 2 dates, 3 dates
New Year's eve, and couldn't make
up her mind!
• • *
School and College Pins
Fraternity Pins
Crest - Charms
Athletic and School
Medals
Is it strictly necessary for Sol
Sutker to walk home in the stimu-
lating company of Fannie?
* • •
Phone: 6079 Savannah, Ga.
Can Mr. D. Robinson explain his
presence in the hot dog joint? Gos-
sip says Margaret Egloff doesn't
think a certain tall and dark and
handsome Jimmie is so bad and
vice-versa or whatever it is.
COLUMBIADRUG
CO.• ••
MEET, AND CHINEAT
---at---
THE COLLEGIONETTE
Armstrong's Feedery
On Bull Across From College
Electric Range
Per Month
Buy or Try An
For Only $2
An Electric Range and Automatic Water Heater
For Only $3.50 Per Month
Phone 7171 or Any Electrical Dealer
J'a!11J~"'~;;wer CQ.
KEEP SNAPPY
USE
=" ..........~U,~&~~!C:-_u_~
~~ ~WRY:JgU~rti!~§
~::a~/I\~. =
THE DRY CLEANING SERVICE
That Keeps Clothes New•
Phone 3·1121
NEW WAYLAUNDRY
THE nUiWELL
33 - 29"Samsons" Who Took S. G. T. C.
SPORT
CHATTER
For the next two or three months
our attentions will be devoted to
basket ball and boxing primarily,
with a little fencing thrown in ..•.
Chick Shiver says that he sure
wishes that there was as much in-
terest in the boys' basket ball team
8S there is in the girls' team. All
the boys on the boys' team have
been asking Shiver if he didn't
need an assistant or if they
couldn't help in some way .•..
But the boys come back with the
reply that at the first practice of
the girls' team Coach was on time
for the first time this year. . •.
Ask Dreese who it was that
thought he was such an "adorable"
boy. That's what one of the Pape
School girls said about him one
day on the way to practice. . . .
For the most comical and amusing
player on the team it has been
agreed upon that Nathan Karni-
bad takes the cake. With his
"flowing" hair and basket ball
trunks that are too large for him,
he is a very scream on the practice
floor...• If you notice any of our
boys running around the park, just
pass it off because they are just
getting their exercise for boxing.
. . . Verdery Roberts and Paul In-
necken were the first casualties of
the boxing squad. The first day
in wrestling one split his knee open
and the other split his elbow. • • .
Ask Eddie Dufour what Coach
Crook Smith thought about his
playing in the first game. The
coach got Eddie mixed up with
Jack McLaughlin and congratulat-
ed Eddie on his fine game.
There is a dire need for a bas-
ket ball court which the college
could use at all times. Tnis year
with so many teams. participating
in this sport and with so few avail-
able and decent floors, something
ought to be done about getting
ourselves a court. Wouldn't it be
swell if next year or maybe even
year after next we could have our
own big gym which could not only
be used for a basketball floor but
it could also be at the convenience
of the boxers and fencers. Such a
place would not be too ver~ expen-
sive and would certainly prove 8
valuable addition to the college.
Right now Coach Shiver is having
the hardest time arranging our
schedule as every time he arranges
a date there is no available hall to
play in. So you can see how our
own court would come in handy.
Coach Shiver has said that his
ambition and aim is that some day
we will be able to arrange our
sehedule without hU'ing to worry
over a floor and with a building
that will be able to seat about a
thousand people very comfortably.
Eddie Mazo, our basketball eoach
last year, is now at Benedictine.
Eddie last year gave untiringly of
his time and efforts in order to put
out a creditable team. Faeed with
a shortage of experienced subs, Ed~
die went on to put out a team that
was a credit to the school. To his
efforts at Benedictine, E"ddie has
all our well-wishes and confidence
that he will put out a swell team.
Basketball practice for girls got
under way the first week of the '::============~
winter quarter on Wednesday, Jan- I 1
uary 6th, under the coaching of
Chiek Shiver. Practices are' being
jreld every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from 3:30 to 4:30 in
the afternoon at the Chatham Ar-
tillery court. At present no defi-
nite schedule has been arranged
but it is thought that the girls will
play South Georgia Teachers Col-
lege, Richmond Academy, and prob-
ably several preliminaries to the
boys' games.
No varsity squad has been
chosen yet but there are about
twenty girls out for the team.
These include: Lettermen, Edith
Beery, Pauline Cargill, walton
Purse, Mary Carolyn Meadows,
Martha Lee, and Janet Rushing.
Others are: Louise and Carolyn
Mayhew, Elizabeth Pierce, Callie
Morris, Elizabeth Wallace, Bette
Williams, Electa Robertson, Grace
Bounds, Nelle Laughlin, and Helen
Breenan.
So far the practices have been
devoted to the fundamentals of the
game. The girls have been prac-
tieing foul shooting, passing, and
dribbling. However as soon as the
girls get in condition regular
scrimmages will be held and plays
will be taught them.
SPORTS
Arthur Jeffords, Editor Walton Purse, Assistant
Boxing Practice
Geb Under Way
Girls To Have
Basket Team
On Tuesday, January 5th, bcx-
ing practices for the boys of the
Junior College were begun under
the direction of Robbie Thomson,
a well known boxing coach. Prac-
tices are being held every day
from 5:30 in the afternoon until
7 :00 on the third floor of the Arm-
strong building. These training
periods will be continued until the
intramural boxing matches and all
intercollegiate have been fought.
For the present Coach Thomson
is emphasizing condition, and all
his efforts are being devoted tow-
ard this end and to teaching the
boys the rudiments of boxing.
Every day each boy must run
around Forsyth Park once, shadow
box for two minutes, and skip the
rope for four minutes. This is the
exercise that must be taken out-
side of the regular training pe-
riods. Calisthenics are being given
every day in order to strengthen
the muscles of the body.
At present the following boys
are out for the team: George Pat-
rick, 112; Robert Miller, 118; Lu-
kie Bowyer, 119; Nairn Ross, 124;
Paul Innecken, 130; verderr Rob-
erts, 133; Morton Haas, 131; Bill
Norton, 138; Mark Johnson, 140;
James McCreery, 150; Jack Mc-
Laughlin, 145; Thomas Stokes,
142j Tom Carr, 145; Arthur Phil-
lips, 140; Stockton Dreese, 140j
George Stanley, 158 j Arthur Oren-
man, 179; and John Tyre, 183.
The team has some experienced
men on it but there is a great
lacking of light boxers and very
heavy boxers. Most of the boys are
centered in about .three weights
but it is expected that before the
team has its first match that there
will be more candidates for the
squad.
There will be intramural boxing
between the two classes and sev-
eral matches are being arranged
with out of town colleges.
Who's Who
(Continued from page 1)
9 Reuben
Kronstadt G 5.7
10 Jack Mc-
Laughlin (ac) F 5.10
11 Robert
Lanier (c) F 6.0 *2
12 George Leon F 5.5 *2
13 Coleman Mopper G 5.10 *2
14 Arthur Cranman C 6.1 1
15 Stockton Dreese F 5.11 2
("') Letter men from last year.
For gale: Good stomach pump.
Formerly used by the Dekes, We
don't need it any more--no stom-
achs left.
Lives there a man with soul so
dead
Who to himself hath never said:
"well, this one is different"?
-Punch Bowl.-Ocropus.
I am a little prairie flower,
Growing wilder every hour.
Nobody tries to cultivate me.
I stink.
The bright young pupil looked
long and thoughtfully at the sec-
ond examination question, which
read: "State the number of tons
of coal shipped Stut of the United
States in any grven year." Then
his brow cleared and he wrote:
u1492-none."
-Widow.
I sneezed a sneeze into the air;
It feU to ground I knew not where.
But hard and cold were the looks
of those .
In whose vicinity I snoze.
-Epitome.
_Hu.mbug.
The English language is a fun-
ny thing. Tell her that time
stands still when you look into
her eyes, and she'll adore you, but
just try telling her that her face
would stop a clock!
-Exchange.
Professor: "I won't begin to-
day's lecture until the room settles
down."
Voice from Rear: "Go home and
sleep it off, old man."
-Gags and GigUles.
A safe bet is the future. It will
come.
-Or move over to the Alkali side.
-Pointer.
Bull and Charlton Streets
Three Floors Filled with
Outstanding Value,!
America
ioW... ri..
Under-
Grad
Clothes
$25
2-Trousers
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
lIS 1 Bull 8t. Phbne 5191
Th e Georgia State
Savings Association
Largest Savings Bonk
in the South
Member of Federal
Deposit Ins. Corp.
•
1beJ(())OesCo.
(iho,.A.Jones Co.,lnCo)
Terrell T. Tuten-Carl/. ICrtI/t
.I GEORGIA
ICE COMPANYDANIEL HOGAN, Inc.
Dry Goods
Draperies and Rugs
125 Broughton Street, West
Phone 3-2195
ICE and COAL
Dial 8151SOLOMON
DRUG COMANY
•
Leopold Adler
@
H Savannah's Largest
Deportment Store"
Savannah Sugar Refinery r
Outfitters to
YOUNG AMERICATo whom it may concern: I donot go with Jeannette Egloff, and
will not be responsible for any
debts contracted by her. (Signed)
Robert Heriot.-Adv.
Shucks, Robert, anybody would
pay her debts.-Ed . J.C. Penney Co., Inc.
At LEVY'S
2 YOU ALWAYS J= I N 0
1 The very newest styles in wearing apparel for both
Men and Women at the very lowest prices
consistent with good quality ,
B. H. LEVY, BRO. & CO., Inc.
H The Store Dependable"
( ]Patronize OUR ADVERTIZERS
Engraved Calling Cards Wedding Invitations
Commencement Invitations-Engraved
Your Printing
~ENNICKELL PRINTING CO.
111 York St. W. BADGES Phone 5'190
